This paper investigates suitable indexing techniques to enable efficient content-based audio retrieval in large acoustic databases. To make an index-based retrieval mechanism applicable to audio content, we investigate the design of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) and the partial sequence comparison. We propose a fast and efficient audio retrieval framework of query-by-content and develop an audio retrieval system. Based on this framework, four different audio retrieval schemes, LSH-Dynamic Programming (DP), LSH-Sparse DP (SDP), Exact Euclidian LSH (E2LSH)-DP, E2LSH-SDP, are introduced and evaluated in order to better understand the performance of audio retrieval algorithms. The experimental results indicate that compared with the traditional DP and the other three compititive schemes, E2LSH-SDP exhibits the best tradeoff in terms of the response time, retrieval accuracy and computation cost. key words: indexing, locality-sensitive hashing, content-based audio retrieval, dynamic programming IMIRSEL Summer, 2007. a)
Introduction
Content-based audio retrieval is not only a very promising research topic but also one of the main problems, in multimedia information processing. Handling audio sequence data is usually time-consuming due to the high dimensionality of the features, which makes it inconvenient to utilize the potential content-based information retrieval techniques on the Internet or personal media devices. To access a huge mass of audio information efficiently, it is necessary to explore the audio information, facilitate the management of audio data and serve multimedia applications. Consequently various indexing structures have been reported in the study of audio retrieval. These include, for example, hierarchical structure [1] , R-trees [2] , M-trees [3], KD-trees [4], active-search [18] , Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [5] , [16] , [17] .
As far as the creation of query-by-content audio retrieval mechanism via indexing techniques is concerned the main challenges are as follows: (1) and fv(r) also follows the same distribution. Then q and r can be replaced by fv(q) and fv(r) respectively in Eq. (1-2).
Acceleration of Sequence Comparison
A quick search engine is of great importance to retrieval systems. Many researchers [6]-[8] have studied DP and also applied DP or optimized DP in content-based music information retrieval to match the query input against the songs in the database. Usually DP requires the calculation of distance between all pairs of features so as to fill in the DTW table and then performs the sequence comparison. Instead of exhaustive search, reduction of the number of comparisons can effectively decrease the response time.
In our previous work [15] spectral-similarity based feature merge was proposed to remove the spectral redundancy. In [2] the extracted features are grouped by Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBR) and compared with an R*-tree. In [18] the time-series active search scheme is adopted. Features in a window are summarized by a histogram. Though the number of features can be reduced in [2] , [18], sometimes the summarized (grouped) features may not sufficiently discriminate two different signals.
Some researchers also applied LSH in the field of audio sequences comparison. Yang used random sub-set of the spectral features to calculate hash values for the parallel LSH hash instances in [5] . With a query as input, its features match reference features from hash tables. Then Hough transformation is performed on these matching pairs to detect the similarity between the query and each reference song by the linearity filtering.
Our Work
Similar to [5] our retrieval scheme adopts the spectral feature. We would like to avoid exhaustive comparison as suggested by [2] , [5], [18]. Compared with [2] and [18] where the feature summary is used to reduce the number of total features, we filter features in the database that are similar to the query by LSH/E2LSH without losing the discriminating capability. In comparison with [5] where LSH is also adopted to organize features, we utilize both LSH and E2LSH and report retrieval mechanisms of index-based audio sequences, data organization structure of features as well as recreation and comparison of the feature sequences. In our system DP takes the query sequence and the partial reference sequence (partial sequence has a shorter length compared with the original one) as input and compares them over a DTW table with a smaller size. The proposed SDP uses the full size DTW so that the calculated distance in the filtering stage by LSH/E2LSH can be directly filled in, avoiding recalculation of the distances. The extensive comparison among the presented four schemes (LSH-DP, LSH-SDP, E2LSH-DP, E2LSH-SDP) shows that the optimal combination-E2LSH-SDP-outperforms the others.
Design of Index-Based Audio Content Retrieval
We focus on providing fast and efficient content-based retrieval mechanisms of searching audio sequences data over a large audio sequences database by utilizing a suitable indexing structure. Our retrieval system allows a user to take a fragment of the query song as input, performs content-based audio retrieval and returns songs similar to this query fragment.
The Basic Framework
The indexing framework for music information retrieval consists of two main parts: (i) building indexing data structure of feature sequences and (ii) matching the recovered feature sequences. For the first object E2LSH/LSH establishes an effective data structure for acoustic-based music information. For the second object SDP/DP matches the recovered feature sequences and obtains the song closest to the query. Therefore, we propose four different retrieval schemes, LSH-DP, LSH-SDP, E2LSH-DP and E2LSH-SDP. Based on this general framework we want to evaluate the four schemes to solve the problem of scalable audio content retrieval and select the best tradeoff according to the response time, retrieval accuracy and computation cost. The details are discussed in the experiment parts.
We begin by introducing the basic query-by-content framework of acoustic-based music information retrieval. This framework is shown in Fig. 1 and its main procedure is summarized as follows: For each frame, its high dimensional spectral feature, Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), is calculated. The spectral features of all the reference songs in form of searchable symbols are stored in Fig. 1 An index-based audio retrieval framework. 
The matching features from different hash tables belong to different sub-space and have different distance to the query. Then the Euclidean distance d(qm, ri,jn) calculated from the original features qm and ri,jn is used in Eq. (4). A single match pair <qm, ri,jn, d>is enough to provide the match information and the duplicate match pairs are neglected. Then the distance between the query and the ith reference is Di=minDi(Q,jn)
Among all the reference songs, the following equation
gives the one that best matches the query. alignment (and different features). The rest 44 quires corresponding to the two-version songs are extracted from the version different from the one in the database. Noise is also added to each query song and the signal to noise ratio is 20dB. The songs are in single-channel wave format, 16 bit per sample, and the sampling rate is 22.05KHz. The direct current component is removed and the music is normalized with the maximum value equaling 1. Each audio data is divided into overlapped frames. Each frame contains 1024 samples and the adjacent frames have 50% overlapping. Each frame is weighed by a hamming window and further appended with 1024 zeros to fit the length of FFT (2048 point). Like [5], the spectrum from 100Hz to 2000Hz is used as the feature. Accordingly, each feature has the size 177. We use several hash instances, each having 128 entries. In E2LSH the dimension of the sub-feature is chosen to be m=8 by some initial experiment result. In our retrieval system each song in the database is accompanied with its feature sequence. When the system boots the hash tables are constructed in the memory. Therefore, utilization of LSH/E2LSH has no extra disk storage requirement though it does require some memory to hold the hash tables. Figure 6 gives a query-by-content music information retrieval demo system developed under the matlab environment. The query has two sources, either the recording via a microphone or those in the query list (on the left side). From the right side the spectral feature, matching method and LSH scheme can be selected. The ranked retrieval list gives the top-4 results, with the best matching song as the first. Both the query and retrieval result can be played to Fig. 6 Demo system. confirm the correctness of the retrieval. 
Evaluation Metrics
For the purpose of providing a thorough understanding of our music retrieval mechanism, four different schemes are examined and compared on the basis of the general framework. In the experiment, we mainly consider three metrics that can evaluate every scheme roundly. 1) Matched percentage. Since LSH/E2LSH is used to avoid pairwise comparison, the first question always touch on how much it can reduce the computation. Figure 7 shows 4 parameters.
Ntm: the number of total features in a reference song.
Ndm: the number of directly matched features in a reference song with LSH/E2LSH before filtering. Nmm: the number of features of the matched part in the desired reference song. The desired song is known in the preparation of the query. By applying normal DP (without hash) to compare the query with its desired song we can learn the start and end point of the query in the reference song, and then Nmm.
Nrm: the number of remaining features of matched part in the desired reference song after the filtering stage in LSH/E2LSH.
Further let Nfm represent the number of remaining ones of the Ndm features after filtering. From these parameters we define three ratios Ndm/Ntm, Nfm/Ntm and Nrm/Nmm as Roughly Matched Percentage (RMP), Filtered Matched Percentage (FMP) and Valid Match Percentage (VMP) respectively. RMP reflects how much pairwise comparison can be reduced, FMP is associated with the potential reduction of computation in the sequence comparison stage and VMP affects the retrieval accuracy. With a good design of the hash functions one will expect a low RMP/FMP and a high VMP.
2) Computation time. We will compare the filtering Fig. 7 Matched part of the desired reference.
time between LSH and E2LSH, and the sequence comparison time between DP and SDP. The retrieval time of a query is the sum of its hash value calculation time, its filtering time and its sequence comparison time.
3) Retrieval accuracy. In our experiment each of the queries is used to retrieve the desired song from the database. The retrieval accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly retrieved songs to that of the total queries, as shown below: #queries with desired songs in ranked list/ #queries 100%(11)
Matched Percentage
In the conventional CBMR system pairwise comparison is done by the DP procedure. In our scheme LSH/E2LSH reduces most of the pairwise comparison. Its effectiveness in computation cost reduction is reflected in RMP/FMP. 
Table S
Top-4 retrieval accuracy of LSH/E2LSH (3 hash tables) . Table  6 Top-t retrieval accuracy with respect to t (ƒÂLSH=0.03, ƒÂE2LSH= 0.0075, 3 hash tables).
quences. Therefore, in our retrieval system, a few hash tables are sufficient to achieve high retrieval accuracy. Table  4 shows that the retrieval accuracy is satisfactory with mere 3 hash tables. 
